
ITEM

1.Location
2.Ambient
    temperature
3.Humidity
4.Air condition

5.Dust

6.Ventilation

7.Space

8.Vibration

INSEALLATION

PIPE ARRANGEMENT

CONDITION

Install indoor without invasion of rain and wind.
Under 40

Under 80%
It is too dangerous to switch on the "ring-blower", while air 
consists of acid, alkali and something erosive......etc., or 
the air itself is combustible and explosive.
It is essential to avoid operation in these places where the 
air consists of multitude dust, power or cellulose. If 
necessary, clean up the dust attached inside the blower 
regularly.
To operate in good-ventilation place. Using in closed up 
room or closed up box is prohibited.
Install in a big place in order to have repairs or regular 
maintenance.
Install in a place without vibration. If necessary, must add
up an equipment of vibration-proof avoiding from damage
caused by factors outside.

          

1. Make sure the voltage of power supply fits required voltage of
    motor before installation, and ensure right connection for motor 
    end before the wire arrangement (Ref: Diagram on the cover of 
    terminal box), screw up every wire tightly without circuit short, set 
    up an earth wire to prevent an electric leak. (6 screws on socket 
    are isolated needed copper laminations to have a connection).
2. If to install outdoor is required, should have a shelter above the 
    flower from invasion of rain. Prevent anything being sucked into 
    the cooling fan or dust blocking the vent.
3. Pipe arrangement: It is required to adopt high quality, lasting 
    material for sustaining blower's high temperature and pressure. 
    Ensure no article in the pipe & no leak itself. Anything prohibit 
    falling into blower.
4. Installation shall follow the arrow for air vent, so as to impeller, 
    otherwise, will receive less efficiency.

Better use same, 
dimension pipe with 
blowers output

Use thick pipe if it is long 
& many curvers

To receive higher efficiency 
& to economize is to use 
small pipe when higher 
pressure & lower air is 
required

Point of pipe 
arrangement 
for vent

Pipe sustainer

To make sure without 
leakiness, otherwise, shall 
receive less pressure & air

            

Attention: To install more sustainers avoids the weight & other burden 
                outside concent on pipe.



CAUTION

1. Blower running produces high temperature, do not touch its shell 
    from being burnt.
2. Loading currency will cause difference combined with the flowing. 
    Wire arrangement shall be accommodated enough for protection 
    and operate under full loading currency (A) to avoid burning down. 
    (Full loading ampere: refer to nameplate on the motor)
3. Refer to pressure curve in catalogue for the proper continuing 
    operation of range. Do not operate over the range. Better install a 
    "pressure relief valve" on the way of pipe when the operation is always 
    closed to full loading in order to gain long life, since "pressure relief valve"

    will open & let in the air when it is totally closed. Re: illustration
    Blower's temperature will rise rapidly at totally closed output 
    operation, stop it immediately to avoid damage. At the same time, 
    the air will be limited under the condition of totally close or under the 
    condition of over continuing operation range. Better run the motor 
    for interval or operate by switch "pressure relief valve" when the air 
    required is interval.

 

4. The temperature will rise rapidly when the flowing is nearly to 
    lock-up, that's why should pay special attention to this situation. Do 
    not operate in a room without ventilation if the temperature rises.
5. Adopt "dust collected bag" to remove solids, dust, granule, cellulose and 
    water bead before the air flowing into blower. Batter to adopt large filter to
    avoid loss of pressure when install a filter in the middle of pipe, and clean 
    up regularly.
6. Clean up the inner and outer at fixed time (specially, the vent of cooling 
    fan) in order to remove dust on surface. Less air, more vibration, high 
    temperature & damage will be caused by large dust accumulated.
7. Bearings, seals & silencers belong to consumption, should have changed 
    for every period of time regularly, meanwhile, so as to impeller, shall, 
    metal net, etc., combined with working environment to have changed 
    regularly.
8. Turn "off" power supply and check up when there is unexpected noise or 
    rough running happened.

Suction

P.R.V.
P.R.V.

Discharge

This is the screw for pressure 
adjustment

ATTN.: To have proper adjustment, and be ware of the 
            direction when install.

P.R.V-pressure relief valve
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